Erratum to femoral artery cannulation as a safe alternative for aortic dissection arch repair in the era of axillary artery cannulation
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Erratum to: J Thorac Dis 2021;13:671-80

In the article that appeared on Page: 671-680, Vol 13, No 2 (February 2021) Issue of the Journal of Thoracic Disease (JTD) (1), the grant number in funding information was published with an error. The funding statement in Acknowledgment section should have been

Funding: This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (81500183 to GT), the Guangdong Project of Science and Technology (2017A070701013 to TS) and the Guangzhou Project of Science and Technology (202002020037 to TS).

Instead of

Funding: This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (81500183 to GT), the Guangdong Project of Science and Technology (2017A070701013 to TS) and the Guangzhou Project of Science and Technology (202002020023 to TS).

The authors apologize for this error.

Click here to view the updated version of the article.
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